
Mrs. Renken’s Summer Art Challenge 2021

Attached is a summer drawing challenge sheet. It contains 80 days worth of

summer themed drawing prompts. Most are not difficult at all. If you feel

like being challenged and becoming a better drawer, see how many you can

complete!

There are three levels to shoot for....

- The highest level is achieved by completing all 80.

- The second level is achieved by completing 50.

- The third level is achieved by completing 30.

Prizes will be awarded (several weeks after we come back to school in the

fall) to students who achieve the different levels. For those that chose to

participate, your sketchbooks will be due by your second art class of the new

year. They will not be accepted after that date.

The rules are as follows....

- You do not have to draw the items in the order that they appear on

this sheet. However, at the top of each page of your sketchbook that you

complete a drawing on, you must write out the drawing challenge as

seen on the handout. You may use the back of your art class

sketchbook from this year or a different inexpensive sketch book. Do not

use a lined notebook.

- Only one drawing per page … You may use the front and back of each

page.

- You must show effort. Just as with all our art projects in school, I



do not grade you on your ability but rather your effort ... Effort is what

counts..... The effort to do the best you can!!!! You need to add color.

Please use colored pencils. Do not color in with markers.

I hope to see many drawing challenge sketchbooks in September!!

Happy summer and happy drawing!!!

Mrs. Renken

1. A treehouse

2. A bird

3. A pair of cowboy boots

4. A ladybug

5. A bat and baseball

6. An eye with details

7. A frame

8. Your favorite candy

9. A family member

10. A slice of watermelon

11. A canoe

12. A clown fish

13. A rainbow

14. A mug of hot chocolate with whipped cream on top

15. Your favorite breakfast

16. Something green

17. A camera

18. A window

19. A lamp

20. What you want to be when you grow up.



21. A bicycle

22. Draw your name in block or bubble letters

23. A roller skate

24. A pineapple

25. Something blue

26. Your house

27. A taco

28. A cow

29. A Disney character

30. A roller coaster

31. Your favorite holiday

32. The Eiffel Tower

34. A silly monster

35. A cat

36. A ship

37. Sunshine

38. Hot air balloon

39. A popsicle

40. A door

41. A starfish

42. A pair of scissors

43. A guitar

44. A tennis racket

45. The cover of you favorite book

46. A donut

47. The earth

48. A mailbox

49. A ruler

50. A swing hanging from a tree

51. A ladder

52. A candle



53. A spider

54. Something red

55. A church

56. A sea shell

57. A sand castle

58. An apple

59. A cactus

60. Your hand

61. A microphone

62. A chair

63. A bunch of grapes

64. A pretzel

65. A cupcake

66. A hotdog

67. A lake with a boat dock

68. A lighthouse

69. A fork, a knife and a spoon

70. The big dipper

71. A turtle

72. A soccer ball and goalie net

73. A campfire

74. A bridge

75. A skyscraper

76. A sailboat

77. A beehive and a bee

78. A woodpecker on a tree

79. Mickey Mouse

80. A robot


